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Munich, November 19, 2014 – Germany is the world leader in logistics! According to its 

recent Logistics Performance Index, the World Bank gave our country first place. Recent 

growth is remarkable and the logistics sector has become the third largest industry in 

Germany. Thus, the demand for logistic service providers is developing rapidly. The greatest 

day-to-day challenge for these providers is to calculate offers realistically. A single fixed price 

per item or package is usually insufficient, as the number of variables is too great to be 

considered fully. Before deciding whether and to what extend the logistics services have to 

be outsourced, various scenarios should be calculated.  

 
With this in mind, the topic of ABC is getting increasingly important. Dr. Christoph Plapp, 

managing partner and co-founder of Logivations, recommends thoroughly verifying all costs 

in the supply chain, since new calculation approaches often reveal unrecognized saving 

potential within logistics. He would like to present these methods at this year’s LogiMAT (10 – 

12 February, Stuttgart, hall 7, booth 7F03). 

 
 
Dr. Plapp, you have re-opened the topic “Activity-Based Costing” for LogiMAT.  

What is innovative about your approach?  

Activity-Based Costing for calculating logistics services has nowadays become a common 

standard. However, this approach is constantly stretched to its limits, when the complex 

dependencies, which are typical for intralogistics processes, must be taken into 

consideration. For instance, the walking efforts cannot be calculated by simple multiplication. 

However, its share in total logistics costs is usually over 50%, which is obviously a figure, that 

has to be taken into account carefully. 
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Tricky for a logistics expert is that there are also a range of other dependencies that must be 

included into the calculation as well such as e. g. fast-movers or easy to pick items. With our 

new approach of a layout-related consideration, one can calculate such efforts within the 

enhanced ABC quite precisely. 

 
 
 
How exactly does a layout-related calculation work? 

Unlike conventional approaches, a layout-related calculation takes non-linear dependencies 

into account. The type of a warehouse is therefore a basis, since it influences the processing 

time that appears when picking an item. If an item is ordered, for example as a part of 

homogeneous order, a hundred times, the route to rack occurs just once. Thus, the order is 

completed quickly. 

However, if the item is part of a heterogeneous order that consists of many different items, 

the processing time can be significantly greater. Under these circumstances the picker 

moves across the entire warehouse to gather everything, and, as a result, processing time 

changes. That is why one cannot say for sure that the time to pick article A will require 2 

minutes. One would risk miscalculations and corresponding monetary losses – either 

because one as logistic provider has made an offer which is too cheap, or because one 

suddenly needs more staff in one’s own warehouse than expected. Therefore, all processes 

within a layout-related ABC are modeled considering the area or warehouse strategy. 

 
 
For which companies and industries is this new approach of ABC particularly relevant 

and why? 

A new approach plays a significant role, especially for internal and external logistics service 

providers and companies which provide logistic services as well as those who remain under 

high cost pressure and thus require precise calculations. For instance, the operator of a retail 

chain wants to open 50 more stores. In order to know the profitability, he has to calculate the 

related logistics costs. The question is also what pays off more for supplying new stores – 

using his own warehouse or utilizing a logistics service provider, and whether some 

manufacturers are willing to supply the stores directly. Very often it’s about mixed 

calculations, which are implemented as respective mixed models later on. It is a complex 

task to play through such scenarios, because a large amount of data, such as item size and 

weight, locations and delivery terms must be included. However, it’s crucial in terms of 

profitability. 
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Where can you learn more about enhanced Activity-Based Costing? 

Right at our Logivations booth at LogiMAT or within an individual workshop, where the 

participants receive targeted valuable knowledge which they can directly apply to their 

current projects. They will learn precisely, how to manage the calculations by themselves, 

what data will be needed and how the templates for recurrent calculation tasks can be 

created on their own. 

This approach doesn't depend on software, but for this it’s naturally better to use software 

such as our W2MO. It’s much faster, more reliable and more convenient. 

 

(Copy or link requested if published)   

 
 
About Logivations  

Logivations is an international consulting and software solutions provider, based in Munich 
and is focused on any kind of logistics. The company develops innovative solutions based on 
advanced web technologies. The software solution W2MO is the leading Internet platform for 
logistics design, 3D-simulation, optimization and performance evaluation. W2MO has a user-
friendly interface and can be easily integrated. More than 35.000 professional users 
worldwide already enjoy W2MO directly from the cloud. W2MO has been nominated several 
times, including for the “Best Product” at LogiMAT 2011. Gartner Inc., a US research and 
advisory corporation, highlighted Logivations in their 2013 report on “Cool Vendors in Supply 
Chain Management Applications”.  
www.logivations.com  
 
 
 
Additional information + pictures:  

Daniela Glemnitz  

Logivations GmbH  

Oppelner Str. 5  

82194 Groebenzell / Munich, Germany  

Tel.: +49 89 2190 975 0  

E-mail: marketing@logivations.com 
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Graphical material: 
 

 
 

Picture 1: Dr. Christoph Plapp, Managing Partner, Logivations GmbH 

 

 

 

Picture 2: Activity-Based Costing based on a layout-related calculation of logistic services 

with W2MO 


